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System that generates levels for KGoldrunner,
a game with dynamic as well as static elements
Two-part strategy:
1. Use a genetic algorithm to create levels
2. Simulate a player to evaluate levels
● Generate “plans”, try to follow them
● This handles the dynamic game aspects
Levels can be based on an initial human design
System runs fast enough for “real-time” level
generation
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Results

KGoldrunner
●
●

●

●
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Based on Lode Runner (1983)
Player controls hero who can walk, fall
without injury, climb, use monkey bars
Can also dig holes in brick, below left or
right, which disappear or “close up”
Enemies chase and try to catch the hero,
but can be trapped in holes temporarily
Objective is to collect all gold and escape
by reaching the top of the screen

Simulations prove this is unsolvable.

Typical level, with lots of gold nuggets.

1. Generate levels
2b. Create plans

Genetic algorithm

●
●

Create levels from scratch or from initial base level
Features: walls, ladders, nuggets, enemies, hero

Here, the enemy must be trapped.

Data up until here
(clique nodes) can be
reused in later plans

Operators:
● Mutation: randomly add or remove features
● Crossover: combine features of two levels
● Plague: discard levels when there are too many
● Simplify: remove a random number of features
● Bake: commit to the features on every level

Solvability of generated levels

Expand cliques
Form clique nodes
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Add random nodes
Eliminate non-nugget nodes

2. Simulate player
2a. Make group graph
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Timestep by timestep, AI copied from the game
Follow the node plan as closely as possible:
● Find paths to all nuggets within each node
● Find a path to the exit cell within each node
● Trap enemies if they are next to the hero
Feeds back into original evaluation function
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2c. Simulation
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Starting from solvable human-designed base
levels, 92% of levels pass simulation (2000 gen)

A “nugget node”
contains a cell
with a gold nugget

Similar cells are grouped together to form nodes in a graph
Node types: commutative (every move reversible), freefall, diggable
An edge indicates that the player can travel between two nodes
This is the most useful static analysis

Levels that
pass static
analysis

Number of generations

Expand paths
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Generated from human-designed base.

Result statistics

Percentage of levels

Evaluation function: based on static analyses
Simulate the player on promising-looking levels

Plans describe a potential way of solving the level
Create 20 plans per level and simulate them
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If run in parallel, the system could generate a
new level as the user plays the previous one

